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Turns out, the behemoth attained its enormous size by eating leaves, according to an analysis of its genome. Koala lemurs ( Megaladapis edwardsi) measured up to 5 feet (1.5 meters) long and weighed ...
This giant, leaf-eating lemur was the size of a human and had paws like a koala
Dara McAnulty is becoming one of Britain’s most acclaimed nature writers, with work that touches on his autism as much as the world around his home.
A Young Naturalist Inspires With Joy, Not Doom
Free-floating planets, untethered to a star, could be more numerous than we thought, according to a new study. So could we find life on one?
The Surprising Search for the Milky Way’s ‘Lost Children’
During a new study, researchers from the University of Cincinnati found that conversations between bats might actually be light on substance.
Study finds bats are kings of small talk
Dogs are born with an innate ability to read human gestures that is not apparent in their closest relative, wolves.
Dogs Innately Understand Humans in Ways That Wolves Can't, Experiment Shows
Dogs have the innate ability to grasp what humans are thinking, a skill developed in their 14,000 years of hanging out with people, researchers say. In contrast, wolf puppies do not have that ability.
After thousands of years of domestication, dogs 'get' people better than wolves
But, alas, Duke researchers have made public a study that suggests capturing those wolf-dogs might be a challenge—largely because they aren’t going to obey any commands to “come!” Well, unless the ...
Those Hybrid Wolf-Dogs Won't Know How to Fetch, But Duke Researchers Are Closer to Understanding Why Your Pet Pups Do
The young Northern Ireland naturalist and author only started writing because of his autism – and now he’s bringing along thousands on his climate journey, he spoke to Alex Marshall ...
Dara McAnulty: ‘Being out in nature always helps’
The study, published June 17, 2021, in Nature Genetics ... with shifting light conditions triggering molecular changes in as little as five minutes. The findings provide insights into how to ...
How plants quickly adapt to shifting environmental conditions
Chapters 17 and 18 of Margot Livesey 's mystery/coming-of-age novel 'The Boy in the Field,' available free online to AARP members in our exclusive serialization.
'The Boy in the Field' Chapters 17 & 18
Researchers have designed the first synthetic biology circuit that relies exclusively on protein-protein interactions. These circuits can be turned on within seconds, much faster than other synthetic ...
Synthetic biology circuits can respond within seconds
The World Health Organization estimates 65 to 80% of the population use holistic naturopathic medicine as a primary form of health care.
Treating 'true disharmony.' Louisville herbalists explore benefits of alternative medicine
In his conclusion, Kean argues that unethical science is objectionable not only because it is morally repugnant, but also because it is sloppy, shoddy and just plain bad science. Refreshingly, he ...
A history of horrors, committed in the name of science
For each COVID-19 vaccine shot in the arm, we have the horseshoe crab, and the collaboration between a Johns Hopkins immunologist and hematologist, to thank ...
Blue bloods
Seagen SGEN and its partner Astellas Pharma Inc. announced that the FDA has approved two supplemental biologics license applications (“sBLA”) seeking label expansion for Padcev (enfortumabvedotin-ejfv ...
Seagen (SGEN) Gets Regular Approval, Label Expansion for Padcev
The Johnson government wants to make good on a pledge to enshrine into law the idea that animals are ‘sentient beings.’ ...
Lobsters’ feelings loom large as British Parliament debates animal welfare bill
Researchers offers a new understanding of how gene activity directs plant growth, and how quickly plants respond to their environment -- with shifting light conditions triggering molecular changes in ...
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